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This is a record of an invited exhibition posted by Mahes Visvalingam at the Royal Institution (UK) to accompany the Friday 
Evening Discourses on :
 Where Art Meets Science by Lord Puttnam  of Enigma Productions, NESTA  on 5 November 1999
 The Information Age : Public and Personal by Dr J M Taylor, Director General of Research Councils, Office of Science 
and Technology on 17 March 2000
   
CISRG members at the Royal Institution in 1999 and 2000  respectively.
The exhibition was repeated by invitation on Friday October 20, 2000 at Trinity House (London) at IAP2000, the annual 
symposium of the UK Institution of Analysts & Programmers, which is being held in association with the British Computer 
Society.  Mahes Visvalingam is extremely grateful for the support and assistance provided at all these events by John Whelan, 
who extended the exhibition to include his PhD output in his poster exhibition at the Annual Conference of the British 
Cartographic Society in September 2002.
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Abstract
The exhibition focuses on one thread of the CISRG's research on Algorithmic Sketching of Terrain Data; it outlines the 
background to this research and includes pointers to contemporary innovative visualizations of terrain within the UK.  The 
exhibition consists of 24 x 4.5 feet of poster displays, four computer demonstrations, samples of published journal papers and 
CISRG Discussion Papers, and examples of innovative maps contributed by others. This web site includes posters and links to 
other sites.  It also include two computer demonstrations of line generalisation and segmentation algorithms.  (NOTE: This 
abridged version omits links and references to external sites which are no longer online).
The posters have been reduced both for speedy viewing on the internet and to discourage misuse of copyrighted material, 
especially those from other contributors.   Even so, they provide a good impression of the theme and content of the exhibition.  
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Background 
The images on posters for the Background only had copyright clearance for display at the Royal Institution and are now dated in 
any case.  Their content is summarised here.
Until relatively recently, mainstream Computer Graphics has focused largely on fast interaction with photorealistic visualisations of
terrain.   Hardware and software platforms for photorealistic rendering of terrain have been available for over a decade.  Many 
mapping agencies are also providing complete national coverage of very detailed map and terrain data.  These advances have mad it 
possible to produce realistic images of terrain.  (Illustrations from exhibition have been removed).  The same digital technology is 
being used to visualise other types of data.  For example, sonar surveys enable regular monitoring of hazardous objects on the sea 
bed.  (the posters have been omitted)
In contrast, cartographic visualisation has focused on the removal of superfluous data for efficient and effective communication of
pertinent information.  The succinct depiction of terrain has been one of the major challenges.  In the past, it was not feasible to 
draw all the available data. Instead, cartographic principles of selection, projection, typification and symbolisation were used in 
purpose oriented depictions of terrain.  The skilled drawing of block diagrams and physiographic maps was regarded as a scientific 
art. Examples of maps which inspired the CISRG research on exhibition included sketches by W H Holmes to illustrate selection 
and use of multiple projections in route maps by A Wainwright. Symbols to facilitate speedy map reading vary from abstract 
geometric forms and colours with psychological and keyed meanings to readily recognisable patterns and textures.
A map is a graphic summary which is derived through analysis and interpretation of complex reality. Physiographic mapping involves 
the segmentation of geographic areas into different types of geomorphic units, such as dissected plateaus, rolling hills and 
immature valleys with interlocking spurs.  Samples of pictorial patterns were often copied and adapted to fit the extent and 
character of the segmented regions.  Example maps from Raisz (1938) and Lobeck (1924) were included in the exhibition.  Also on 
display was a Walker’s Map entitled Loch Alsh to Glen Shiel and surrounding area by Keith Gate of Contour Designs.  The work of 
Heinrich C Berann has also inspired research into artistic terrain depiction. Readers may also be interested in Tom Patterson’s 
website.
Many researchers are now seeking to develop distinctive styles for artistic visualisation of terrain on digital media. The exhibition 
focused on one strand of research within the CISRG which seeks to automate the art of landscape sketching. 
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Demonstration: Two mpeg videos have been archived as supplementary material to Lesage and Visvalingam (2002) and 
are also online at Hydra (see Lesage (1999) below).  
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